Audio and visual stimulation reduces patient discomfort during screening flexible sigmoidoscopy.
Despite current recommendations calling for regular screening flexible sigmoidoscopies over the age of 50, only a small percentage of the population have regular examinations. Improving patient tolerance of flexible sigmoidoscopies could therefore increase patient compliance with these recommended guidelines. The aim of this study was to determine whether audio and visual stimulation reduces discomfort during flexible sigmoidoscopy and whether the effects of the stimulation are secondary to distraction. A total of 37 patients undergoing routine screening flexible sigmoidoscopy were randomized to receive no intervention, audio stimulation alone, or audio and visual stimulation. Patient discomfort ratings and affect states were measured prior to and immediately following flexible sigmoidoscopy using a visual analogue scale and the Stress Symptom Ratings (SSR) ratings. Patients receiving audio and visual intervention had lower abdominal discomfort ratings (7.1 +/- 1.4) than patients receiving audio stimulation (9.5 +/- 1.3) or no intervention (10.8 +/- 1.6) (p < 0.05). Patients receiving audio and visual intervention also had higher arousal (7.3 +/- 0.4) and attention (9.2 +/- 0.2) ratings than patients receiving no intervention (6.1 +/- 0.4 and 6.2 +/- 0.7, respectively) (p < 0.05). Anxiety and anger ratings, on the other hand, were significantly lower in patients receiving audio and visual intervention (2.5 +/- 0.4, 1.4 +/- 0.3, respectively) than patients receiving no intervention (4.4 +/- 0.6, 3.6 +/- 0.7). Audio and visual stimulation reduces abdominal discomfort associated with flexible sigmoidoscopy. This effect appears to be due to distraction.